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A BSTRACT

This report contains a descriptioi of work performed on-40mtN"-t_
M - O toward constructing and testing surface acoustic wave devices for

signal processing methods to reduce clutter and interfering signals in operating radar
systems. The specific system o be used as a test bed to determine the validity of the
concept in system environment was the APG-59.

The report is written in three parts0 Part I descrIbes the general system Inter-
face problems and design parameters of surface acoustic wave devices, followed byI) discussion of the fabrication and testing of the exrperimental tapped delay line. PA I

~ discusses the recommendations for future effort, while Part IH is a collection of ref-
erence material providing a more detailed technical background for understanding
the operation of acoustic devices.
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PART I

This report was prepared by the Electronics Research Division of Rockwell
International under Contract N00019-73-C-0280. All design and test activities were
performed with"- the Physical Sciences Department.

The program includes both a study and a design/fabrication phase. The study
report has been presented under a separate cover. The wurpose of that report was to
evaluate surface acoustic wave device applications to radar systems In cluttered signal
conditions. This report will concentrate upon the device design and performance as
well as the considei4L:cs given to Interface problems in the Intended radar test bed.

The purpose of the program will be discussed further In. the following section
and the device design for that application Is reviewed in Section 3. Section~ 4 dicusses
briefly some of the surface wave transducer fabrication considerations. Following
that specific device performance and performance data are discussed. Conclusions
and recommendo&lions are given In Part 11 and a short Bibliography In Part ILI

1. PURPOSE

The objectives of this program were to design and fabricate a surface acoustic
wave device circuit, which can be readily incorporated In an existing radar system,
to improve performance in a cluttered environment. Any system changes were to be
minimal with little or no modifications in the transmitter section. The synteyn selected
as a test bed by the U. S. Navy was an APQ-59 because of bench test facilities and
system versatility. The surface wave device restrictions were to use no move than
two delay lines and minimtal control or amplification electronics. These restrictiolns
and that of a selected radar limited the range of possible surface wave devices but thme
simplicity of modifications warranted the restrictions.

2. D1~~~VICE/SYSTEM I1NTul1ACE CONSIEAIN

Major considerations In using the APG-59) as v. .ench test radar Involved that of
locating a point of addition which did not compr'omise the remainder of the systemt's
signal processing. Of equal importance was that of matching the tjmlse compression
capabilities of the system or of not degrading thatt performance figure. Other obvious

* concorns were those of center frequ~omcy, bandwidth, and signal levels.

-~ - Pulse compression or conipr'e,,aon gain was the initia- concern as the L_ st test
point was found to be that whore the present d lepers ive delayline was linserted, Con-
sequently, the design of thle tappod delay lilne clutter device had to have tho.'affne
c ompreasion gain without comnproilsig thme concept of variability In frequency response
nulls for shifts in codas or frequency. It ia believed that the device de Igned on this
program can be interfaced -at that point without a loss In pulse compression performance.

The adjustable baoidwidth feature (L. 8 to 2. 5 M11z) of the syatem's sum amplifier
chain wav of pArticularly intereht [it that narrow and wide correlation pudses may hot
be tested with the systei.. This elmngae barndwfdtl provides the option. fOr testilng
higher chip rate tapped lines.

* .Pik



An additional advantage in substitution at the previous delay line point is realized
as this greatly simplifies the supporting electronic circuitry as the electronic
inversion of signal is no longer required when two complementary coded and matched
lines are used. Without inversion the oscillator.and mixers are no longer required
and may be removed or disabled.

An added advantage of an interface at the delay line point will be that of comparison
between frequency dispersive delay lines and time dispersive delay lines using biphase
coding.

3. DEVICE DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Tests conducted during the study phase demonstrated that nulls could bt ieadily
shifted in frequency by adjusting the space between groups of taps on an existing 60 M.Hz
tapped delay line with all taps coded as "Ills. The design phase proceeded at this point
around that concept rid the assumption that the circuit would be inserted at the point
where the present dispersive line was installed. Signal levels were to be maintained
with integral amplifiers where required.

The longest lead item in surface wave lines is generally that of the mask design;
consequenti4y, nrimry consideration was given to a mask designed to make it versatile
to several requt 'xnents so that only one design would have to be fabricated. Both the
short (2 in.) and long (4 in.) tap lines were desired to accommodate any coding
sequence which may be desirable and to match the radar dM ay requirements. In
order to do this the mask design presently used was conceived. This ukak design
allows the rumber of tap configurations to be adjusted on each part fabricated. The
input transducer length and chip rate can be varied by a fatctor of 5 from a high chip
rate to low chip rates. The values of chip rat- available are in step intervals of
0.1609 11 sec.

Of the several materials considered, Si -cut quartz is most suited. Good
temperature stability eliminates the need for temperature control for minmizing any
temperature null shift effects.

The smullest chip rate was seected :t order that one might wunt to'phase cede
one of the plise modes of the radar system. The longest bit rate or lowest rucuc;
of chip rate was determine,: by the present dimpersive line used in the systern. For
this mode of operation the same compression ratio anti bandwidth. were used.

In the design of tapped lines the capacitance and radiation resistance of the iqut
tralsducer are Important parametors. The radiation resistance, along with the coil
reelstanee, finger resistance and c.4cr resistamnce componetds i the circuit, determine
what resistance component is presented to the input ciruit. The total capacitarice
of the transducer determiaes whether the unit may be toned by a s i pie Inductor. t
the vlue of capacitance Is too smdatl the required vaue of inductance -may not be
obtainable because of self-resonmt effects in the inductor itself. Since the design
calculations indicatei that the capacitance vale may be marginal, tuning eaqeriments
with toroidal core inductors were performed In order to deterkitne If thl, smi-all
capacitavce of the designed Input transducer could be tuned. O e of the bounds on the
,marimumi size of the capacitance is the width of the materiel, tnd since the avaiable

inttcrlrts wore no wider thin 0.3 in. it was desirable to keep the width *the trais-
ducer below this valuc It was found that T25-6 Micrinetals coil wou& with No. 31$
wire was capable of tuning capacitances much smaller tha those expected iP the input
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transducer circuit. The coils were operating ou their self-resonant curve, meaning
that the effective series loss was higher for very small transducer capacitances,
whereas, the value of this spurious resistance contributed by the coils was almost
negligible for the very large transducer. A summary of the final design parameters
for the mask tre given in Table 1, and 2 with a schematic representation of one finger
pair given in Figure 1. Another consideration in the design of a tapped line is the
output signal level from the taps. Each of the taps obviously cannot equal the design
of the input transducer, as the resulting capacitance of the inactive taps would severely
load the output signal of an active tap when it was delivering signal to the load. For

. Q1 example, if a typical line has 100 taps, 99 of those taps will be shunting the signal
coming from the first. In order to limit this Insertion loss a level of 500 at the
center frequency is usually selected. When this is done a long tapped sequence will
have one, two or three finger pairs for each tap Instead of the five or more for the
input transducer.

The mask was manufactured using an automatic computer controlled photo-
composer with 250 1 in. stepping capabilities, which defines the exact center frequen 'y
of the tapped lines. A five finger pair section was chosen for thc basic transducer

:* length since this also provided a value In agreement with the compression gain and
bandwidth requirements of the system's dispersive mode when five of these units were
used as a composite input transducer. The design parameters for these input trans-
ducers are given. in Table 1.

The value or )la chosen for this applicatio i was 26 P. in order to allow for finger

resistance and coil r~sistance. These parameters when added to the value for R will
tend to provide a match to 50 & and provide the extra resistance required to lower the
elro°,rica Q. This will not be sufficient resistance, hovever, to prevent the electrical
Q. from doninatiig the input circuit when oly using one 5 X ,ection. This dominance
docrchses however when additional sections are used on the input transducer becauseof th ,edntion of the capacitive reactance. The resitance R can be calculated by

the foiulas.

* A 1800
* . Transducer width in wavelongths"

Table 1. Tran.u ocer Parameters

X (N) T 13se w (MUZ) jTotal L ength (Mils)

60.16092 0. .21 20

10 0.3218 3.11 40

k. 4827 24,07 (0

20 0,6437 1.56 so

.5. 0.8041 100



Table 2. Design Parameters

NC -ix ko =0. 004 ini. fo =31. 070866 MHz
- - T(v 1. 24283(1O)+5 In. /sec)

10 3.644 1.36 input Transducer Aperture =0. 270 in. (67. 5)~

Eta = 26.6QZ

15 5.465 0.903

20 7. 287 0.68 Tap Transducers Aperture = 0. 200 In. (50 X)
=36Q~

25 9. 109 0. 54 Maximum number of taps 160
Minimum spacing . 020 in. (0. 1609 j.sec)

fo

I MGM EPA~IR 3 MILS 41. 4278 Mtz
IMMO 4N~L 31. 6709j Mflz

:dgrure 1. One lFiguro PRair
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where w - the aperture width in wavelengths. For wx 67.5, Ra 26. 6 this
corresponds to a physical aperture w = 0, 270 in. - a width that will fit on a 0. 300 in.
quartz bar with room for bonding pads. The next parameter determined was the value
of the input transducer capacitance, CT. For this the relationship

C = CKamw w = width in inches

N number finger pairs

m= 2N-l

= 0. 7497 pF/in.

The value of CK has been determined by many measurements of transducer fabricated
I., ST quartz. Using this formula, the values of CT for input transducer sections up
to 25 finger pair long were determined,

Experiments were performed in order to ensure that the smallest value of input
transducer capacitance. could be tuned with an Inductance, It was found that a Micor-
iimetals TZ5-0 toroidal core could be wound with sufficient turns to provide the correct
inductive reactance to tune out tie 1.822 pV before the coil becameself-rosoant,
But bcecause the coil was approaching self-resonance a significant value of spries
reststance a'cve that due to the wire was addXI to the cirut,. This was not dtWrl-
mental however, since additional resistance shwid be added to the cirruit for tilts
timall value of capacitance if the electrical circuit Q dominance was. t., b e emoved.

The next parameter to he coneideied was the a-p ladder t ransdicor. Because

'he multipl purpose nature of his mask dosit, al the det ais of tradeoff. will.
"iot be doscrbd however, a disetssion Wil1 bo given to provide 'm outihw of th,
thinking iuvolved, Tho final design was set to aoconmiodate tap ladders up to 4 -i
l-o fn even thugh teini-t!d use ofthe mask for the aboratory !nzrinicts would, only

rxo"le 2. In. of tap ladder.

Coaeida ation mis-be given to t:1 iling ci a singe t-ap by all of the taps
electrictlly tn parallel With it. For this reason the values of Ua and CI, are muh
dfforei taha that of the In;oi tvansdaee i Th value of IL, is cculIated as above
but for a width of 0. 200 in. (50, fT Is also calculated by Its reea-p)oie foim a
-but for a width of 0, 200 in. and 'for only three fhati'r par- (N3).

The values for W't and CT are 36i2 and0.149 pF (-16.85 R ), Thte hnpkxlacce
wiCh will shunt the wOOiing tap will be 0i 90-.r3i . 3 when 40 "ta1 ure In the tap
ladder {th laboratory Ceerilentnl eas. Prom the-se vueS awl ti values of
I!l" xdtao for the. E1nIpt transda r a value of Ins-rtion Ions to e it, at tap cwA tf
obtained. The tap loss in calculatel to We 38. - dB n? !1o input trz ster loss 7 i diL
Wheni b -dir chtoaa logs, eufaeeoss, and geometric los e are &lded, tb tol value
bemimcs 53, 7 dB. -Ihis -epresents the loss frxoim Input Signal e vel to the fArAt taps
oUotat level.

:'igure 2 shows the geomAtric: layout of a tapyed dd-,y line. The tnt, at tranducer
I. on the left end. Each of the me talIzcd ff-ng Wrs iS spaced one-hahf "avdstAh1 cen'tr-
to-oa)eltr distance. The length bi the direlon of propjgatIon of ench of the fh & .re I
oaeurt e at O the (tenterA froqqeni~y wav ln 4  At the upper Atid lower eds of the

&,Ii.
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fingers are pads which connect all fingers together and act as wire bond points. The
distance between the input transducer and the first tap Is deterymired by the space that
is required to BF shielding the tap ladder from the input. This shield must be wide
enough to prevent energy from coupling directly between the input transducer and the
tap ladder feed lines. It also must be conveniently wide enough so as not to h.amper
fabrication.

Each of the taps In this figure is made of three finger pairs. The X's indicate
the place of scribing through the aluminum by which.the taps can be coded either as

-7 ':0 or 180 deg phase outpuit. The crossovr bars allow this phase change to ow cur. The
center-to-center spacing between taps determines the chip or bit rate and is identical
in value to that of the input transducer length, The taps are designed to produce a
maximum signal with a minimum loading oi a tap which is active, i the lower leIt-
hand corner is the simple electrical equivalent circuit of either a single tap or the
input transducer. The primary difference lies "I the value of Ra and CT for each of
the units. in the design, used for laboratory bench testing, there were a nmxitnum of
80 taps in the tap ladder. The design allows the length of the intput transducer and a
selection of taps so that a nm1nber of taps can be chosen which are proper for the input

- transducer being fa-bricated.
4.A FAIICATWON AND P'VEIPAATION OF TAPPEt) DELAY LIN4ES

Tho fahrieation.uxd preparation of tapped delay line- i4 a standar- pctelure
in the lab evtory, Ex remve e .tre mait ho taken at all stuges in ordier to prodte a.
dev'ic¢ ,hieh haS u) defettS, T' inittal it after Ohttiflg the polifled Jt its

tocieazth qatz thoroughly so thi t th-e aluminuum wltdch is tW he cvurorst'4A or, the
~icusieptpant~nsuxfitC hols ftx ady 'And d )wsunot pol 61i ap t a Ibto' ttmri. (Thee

d:. e sunhtj .s are thoroughly c m&x and dried they ar. placid in .. vuumf chwnher

on! 4i eontr~t~d thicbnss of alluinum If evaprat onto thepir sitat. hit$IIdI
hihussuay ho U"; tin as 2OQA or asz thlick w; i6000A, ikpowilg uponj- the devioce to- be

fabriatedli For the ta-pp'M hint in this progrm,., valuebet%- wen I1fIOX a.di 4000A
iNint evaluatd N t' th ars are pjoptcd with iuiui h o tvi oea
hi' -altmnum with a plturcaint, x ne fim photoreskis on the alumin'41ex bars through

the nma&-b, andi etch1 the 'ose are Iaay. After thi tprueos thme baro aro 0elemudihaocmwi sovnt wbi d k Ign .. t d.o- the . - it Fii re *'
Witil, a tv. .v ,lk ..6 m .iof ouln .gp o

th~gh 5 nhow a photo1graph* o -ton mpketxi tVp-iefl inoII$oen !ohkotgrapliSw'' thet
* iputtrasdceruse intu al ~ onfguAtitul an the #nthor the iostor one

which w&.s '1 .in. the c hw uir.evhn¢ts. The batrs are thea delivered to tlaboratory
wvheor the thiekng s of the alhutmdn Is m ew are and a mwa-uromeot c- the Inpt
trand c' eapae ,e is ruAde. The d[elay lines tap ladder is t len eocl\, by scribing
-hrt' gh th." aiumit.imn of the small bars atacllg. th transducer tap l',. ers to the
s-ai dh pi. . After thete proeseses the lns. are 1w;: boMj! us1ng g.ld wire. The

bquartz 4bstrate. is n'x, mn ted In a bx fo0r prntOCttt,,1 du ring t1atlug ad teting
and the geld W'iros fnrm the transducers c,.nectoi TO a.prpate output. jtnns on the
'tends or side-s of the boxes. FxorfiafltaI ect1lcal measurements. can no be. i- crJCCOUIIYI risnhed.,ao: b

• 2 :, : a~o~p. t te7
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S. AUXILIARY A.MPLIFIERS

Two amplifiers, a preamplifier, Pnd a post amplifier, are used with each
tapped line In order to reirn the processed signal to the original level after passing
through the tapped delayline. One amplifier of each type has been constructed and

tested in order to verify the design and uncover any possible Interfae pr'eblms
between the units and the tapped lines.

Experimental amplifiers are presently packaged in individual cases designed to
connect to the SAW tapped delay line by means of the SMA connectors (se Figure,6.)
ThiN packaging concept was adapted in order to provide a more convenient means of
changing sets of coded tapped lines in the radar system chassis during the system
testing phase. The amplifiers as presently constructed are 0.75 x 3.75 x 0.375 Ill.
with STVM connectors on each end. Each amplifier package consists of a Fairchild

MA733 amplifier chip sealed in a TO70-can. These amplifiers are also available in
chip form, a factor to be taken Into. consideration for the final packaging concept. A
schematic diagram of each of the amplifier circuits and its interface with the, tapped
delay line Is shown In Figure 7. The gain, and Input and output impedances have been
set hi order to provide a proper interface with the tapped delay line. Each of the
amplifier units gain can be adjusted by means of connections external to the chip
mounting case, as indicated in the schematic note. The low voltage and current
requirements of the amplifier will allow them to be run from any available system DC

C •source or even separate batteries if a low noise, low ripple source is required.
Figure 6 shows the units constructed for the laboratory tests while Figure 8 Is a
schematic picture of the units to be used in the system tests.

.1 .4544

'= i- = ' i ........... ..

' ?.i' Figure 6. Input/Output Amplifiers
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device could be made into a single compact package. Utilization of.the present type of
ampiferand their associated passive cornponents, in chip fr,--amz h ieo

the device. The size of the package In its final form would be approxiately
0. 5 x 0. 75 x 4.0 In. The length of the packaging will be primarily determined by the

~< - tapped line length which In the system tests could be up to 4 In. long. The type of

4 ~ connectors required would have to be determined by the systemn interface requiremeants
when this phase 4f the program begins,

Tests of the amplifiers have been made between 50Q~ source shown And they each
have a measured gain above 30 d.B. The units were also tes-ted on the 111put and Outpult
of a tapped delay line and operated satisfactory.

The packaging of the tapped ilnes for sysljtem tests Is In U shaped chanael W1,xes,
the box being sufficiently long to accommada to the line used, At each end of tWe IN&
will be a amail chip amplifier'. The amplif tore chosen for this function were FaIrch~id
liA733 which have frequency responses up k~50Mz hs it r lcvr o

4 voltage devices and should have no problemn In obtaining power ivom the normal test bed
system. Each of the ampl ifiers prov.,des an optimum Impedace on Its hI BPut and otatput
to the systorm or tapped delay line. It is thought that an Im-provement In tle tappoki
line can be obtained be obtained by utilizirg a high inipedariew input to the arnpi er
rather than trying to match It to 501) as is vhe normal practice. The ou~tput Of this4
amplifier can be adjusted to match the systems characteristic Impedance. O

Lk 13



A the ittput end of flaz amplifiers input Is adjuster! to that of the system output and the
outpu~t of this amplifier adjusted to provide the correct impedance In order that the Q

Or": ofthe input transducer inductor combination do not dominate the bandidth of the unit.
The figure shows an artist's concept of this configuration. In practice the ampifiers
may be built to be portable between lines and consist of connectors at the tapped line
a plifier interface Instead~ of direct connection by wire as indicated in the drawing.

6, EXPERIM1ENTAL D)ATA

1/ The first electrical measurement to be made on the tapped delay lines was
the ipt transducers capacitance. This immediately gives a value of capacitance with

N., whioh. to work in designing it coil to tune out the capa(Jitive reactance of the ir,, it trans-
ducer. Some typical measurements for the short . 160 [1 sec Input transducer and the
longa~r .-320 [,sec transducer are shown in Table 3. rhe tap ladders are also inspected
and measured to see if there are any shorts in the taps and if the capacitance valuesI ' are tn r~easonable agreement whan compared to the design value.. As mentione. a
the juee-ion on fabrication and preparation, the aluminum thickness Is also measured.
in ou cue we customarily prepared the lines with an aliminum thickness which had a
nomia 00Aeofioo. But calculations Indicated that this value would be too thin
ad make the finger. resistance too laige. The original lines were then prepared with
A thknirs-of 1800A and even this thich'ess proved to be too thin. The photograph
W rFiguxre 9b shows a variation of Insartic loss between the two different tap phasings.
There is a-maeasured difference of 2 dB between the I'lls and the 1101s taps in this line.
This is cauw,*A by the high series resistance of the thin aluminum line crossing over
tap aperture in order to provide the 180 deg phase reversal. This problem was
resolved by us~e of thicker aluminum. The photograph In Figure 9c wLs aloo included
to show tho efeet of missing taps. The final sets of lines which were fabricated were
prepamti at 3900A and were found to have elminated the problems of series resistance

11 ISs i-tbr -Ang "Is. After the aluminum thicknesw. has been Measured the line Is
eheeked itt- \.odhig errors.

Wben tie measurement Is completed the line Is theni ready for it, input transducer
. .. .. .. .. .to be tuned, A totl is made using' a toroidal ferrite core. The type of coil form used

for this polt was a Microin eta T 25-. The comipleted coil is measur-Wd on a bridge
to determino wlut spurious series resistance will be adde~d to the rerinant sytmar
ivhather the~ coil ha sufficient Inductance to tumn out the Input transducers capaoitance.

....... ... 'The &tua1 tmnintg of the Input to the Center frequency f0 is done On anl 1-P Networli
Anm~yzee~ The prefcrred mothod of doting this [a to uso~ the Ixolar dislay and obsetve
thle sweep an~ tho Inductance of the coil is adjusted. This meothod immediately dornifnes5
Oazt the ~inSAA"'h will be When the line is eompleted and -also gives a mieasurement. of
the (Q V1 the )y~xt;*trcu~t. Figure.10 showti the traic a as presented on the Smith chart
whem me lup& Is tuned, The trace in Figure 10A, shows the eet of high finger

we a~c ombined with high series renitanne of tho coil. This should be corpar-ed
with Vigare 10bl In which these spurious values have been reduced.

Afl~ ~ ~ ~~~~U mpoi~ovleo 0 I band by observing the acoustic Interaction with
the ectrtoclo otroult oil the 81-ith chnit. ia interatiomn usually shows itsAf as
group of~ eaud circlee or little cusps occurriiig along the smooth Curve at the frequency

S _whioh the line will operate.

14
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The next step in measurements on tho tap lines is to measure the line in the
time domain. To do this the frequency of a signal generator iW set at the center
frequency of the line and its output fed into a switch. This carrier frequency is then
gated by a pulse generator whose pulsewi, h is set to the time length of the inputJ/ itransducer or the propagation time between taps. in this case the time length of the

input transducer for the lines being measured was either 0.160 gou', for the all
'"l"s coded line, which w as used to detcrmine the center frequency of the
lines for purposesi of checking mask design. The observations of the tap output level
give values for the insertion loss to the first tap and the change in loss or taper as the
signal progresses down the tap ladder. An example of a measurement taken on the all
I"l"s t ine is given in the composite photograph of Figure 11a and l1b. This line is the
unit which was used to determine the accuracy of the center frequency of this deaign.
It should be also noted that in photographs of the coded tap line outputs there is a

. taper from the first tap to the last. This taper was measured and found to be in the
order of 2 dB.

In order to roeanure the frequency of the line accuratdely a very lonsg pulse is put
4ino the input transducer. A correlation triangle Figure lIb is then formed and by

adjusting the signal generaor's frequency and measuring the vnAue with a eo.,or the
exact frequency of this lile's operation can be determted. The photograph in
Figure 1ib which shows the pyramnid4 ike shape indicates the type of ddta which allows
us to determine this friquency Informuatim. The output level of th-e peak of this
triaugle below the luaet pulse level also gives a measure ct the exqecto correlation

gain whea two lines are asod in a normal coded pair eonflgtaration. It should also be
noted that the tape--r for the thinner alusuntnnm Itne (Figgre 1l10 is grea"Wr than that of
the Nbavler alnmiwtrni liet (FIgure 9 e). This is onused by resistive louses which ar-O
inherwt in the :pds and in the tr.naducer fi%,ers.

.A nieaiurewient of ethoc l lines-9 e-eathin Pek akvied Sieloes was hnndi, teyA
ohtainab1e 1Lw ustuo cudtd- se0mc hch wa eera 4Y a dooblo balI -mo r~W7
capAble of htn.t ae tah ide 30 w r i nTh mtxi r V.X- w .a d-veo.by ?.t2-Aloo
•ate.t genatr whih wKipbed the biha-le s whiaeno to gcncwkate the coded, waveo-
form.at dirlno 'e s t ur frejuonuy. This 6Y Fbi has c swuedW Z eI ori1tv
gt"ne- rateod by a oeconl d to.dod ii e, this wthod Wofe-th .i th t,,hee data geinbr
allows- N4#tdn Adje%4I lnt of the 11t urrlor fr64nlcyr Pid tiee rita of the. @xiel
saquatoe., The data ge meror tool iuofjne alsGo Wl-Ow t to - ,t

4 ~by means -4 Rt# pin prgratnmall.e wo~i~s und thri!4y would allow o. deenrti o
how t Ud ahtloiwafet, the eeorelon peak aind sideluo leviels. NeWSarutnets

of the cerutlahi peak a-nd sdohee l'evels wore -i ao na~e h usi1ng tw eOM comemnonary
Iod-d I t p ine ine 1hi0 W4 be the meitho by whIc th e e de w11 f ll b geuerut. atnd "vcdcd

dur~~~rsO CAe .. tnt h "l[ psofFgre 12* nlw rte:Nis of these metaukea-
moixa. In 6A to these masurenntts, th'nt ecas etd wit , Waohir

bpot andoi~tekpies ThiS was donue to deen~ewhth here codb n
detr1lm* effect-S wen umtug theqse askmpiffiers with the uoded line, . it. w8 faco much

to or nrisatha theou.tp -pvof tiao coded: ikiea was reduce o vey JW1
Value (*114/2 dill wivbn 00e tapped output of the. lines was feeding thpa W) atnifioro,
This effo t uas not exA.oved in depth bat it wa stuspected that the effec t w, causd( by
tim higher im touue of the amnptiffive causing less output lioding on the tap la ker.
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Data was also taken to determine at what level the amplifiers would saturate and
* the effects on the l ine performance. The photograph with the sharp, flat section on

the lower half of the trace (Figure lid) indicates that when the amplifiers are over-
driven they saturate in one direction. It should also be noted that the tap outj.it still
remains flat to 0. 5 dB. The next set of data tlaken Is the information about null
shifting which was of much Interest because of its application to the new concept. We
divided the tap ladders of both lines into groups of five taps. in the first split code
experiment we then took two groups of <lye tap-, on the far ends of the tappd line and
set this up to be used as the encoder. A similar set of taps were connected on the
complementary or decoder line. We then observred how these two lines using these tap
groups correlated (see Figure 12c). The configuration using the twenty central tap is
shown in Figure 12b. After these line pairs weria measured In the time domain, the
line pairs were measured for their frequency transmission properties on the network
analyzer. This was done to determine at what irequencies the nulls ocurred. Follow-
ing this experiment an identical number of taps but now in L"e center of one line and on
dhe ends of the complementary coded line were connected and their non-correlating
properties were o'bserved (Figure 12d), after which data was obtained from these new
line configui ~ions on the position of their nulls. From first se: of information obtained
it was possible to determine how far the nulls shifted for two extreme tap groupings
and whether this corresponded with the calculated shift. As one can see fromi the data
(Figure 13) there was a definite shifting in the nulls but the general pattern of response
was differen than the response originally observed with the 60 me lines which was an

.......... all I'll's configured line. The data does indicate that the nulls can be moved around
with respect to a given frequency and that by adjusting the tap groups (by a programmable

........ .. .. .. electronic system) the nulls could be placec, over a signal which was to be eliminated.

~-'~- 'For ii basis of compirlsoxi 'Figure 12a) is a photogrraph of two lines correlating
when al. - taps In both lines are functioning.

7. SUMMINY OF DEVIE PERFORMANCE

Prdln!iary devices were made and the fre4 encies checked against the desired
......... frequency. The measured frequencies were very close to the design differing by only

14. 5 kHz and 2 flz for, tao all ""' line~s conutructed. A slight excess loss in the all
I'll's ie was observN,.. Also the line was checked for tap Integrity, impedance of the
taps wid capacitanoe of the input transducer, all of which fell within reasonable limits

ofth xpevzd design values. A set of coded lines was thefarctduigamr
useful trtansduur tme length (0. 320 [tsec) and tap ladder configuration This first

se fbiic odlnsw~~dwell tahowing a definite correlation pek. Some
'1 improvement could be obtained however since the evenness of the tap output was not

adequate anud It was also observed that the sidelobe lev4~ In the correlating line pair
could be imnproved upon. Agrair the losses were slightly larger than the theoretical
caeutioue but this is not anusual since there are a few tuinor sources ef parasitic
resAlane* which *4re not Included In the calculations. In order to determine ff the

al ens ofth rps could bo remnedied a second set of line8 was made with heavier
ineaniia-tion for the transducers. It was hoped that this heavier za.etalization would
rieduce the resistune and aflow the tap outputs to be more eqoallzed. While tests

." r zeod -e~ heriginal set of coded lines the se-cond set was being fabricated. The
sccnd set provOd to be linperfeet in that one of the lines had three taps intasing but

F . were miore than ao&uate to show the effect of the inetaliation. Additional tests showed

......... 2 2
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that canges in the tap configuration would chav.e the null positions. Each of the
correlation gains was Idnntical for all of the configurations when the same number of
taps were used. The nulls showed a 'fill-in' which was slightly greater than that
expe ,ted when the tap configurations were changed. The deterioration of the peak
to the sidelobe ratio from that observed with the fully coded lines was not objection-
able. In fact it was the same order as that observed in the experiments with the
fuly coded line pairs.

The arxiliary amplifiers were fabricated and then tested with the tapped lines.
Saturation effects were observed at high input signal level. These effects may not be
detrimental since it appears that the amplifiers act simply as limiters. Additional
tests should be performed in order to determine what phase shift if any is indicated
by the saturation effect. A large Iraprovement In tap output taper was quite apparent.
The gain of the amplifier pair was more than adequate to make up for the signalloss to
the tapped line (approximately 30+dB/amplifier).

Before additional bench tests are performed on the 'follow-on' contract, sets of
additional lines should be fabricated. At least one set of the longer 4 in. type of
tapped line should be tested so that system tests may be performed with a variety of

lines, codes, and line lengths. Additional auxiliary amplifiers should also be available
to speed up the comparison tests of the laboratory bench and in system tests when they
are performed.

8. IMPLEMENTATION OF TESTS IN SYSTEM

F After thorough testing in the laboratory to determine the parameters of the tapped

lines and the degree of null shifts the next phase will be to insert the line into a radar
system. The test bed system for this project is the APQ-59. It Is intended that tle

35 I t ,-ped line be placed In the circuitry parallel to the dispersive line in the transmit
generation section. The present 40 isec dispersive line can then be compared directly
with the tapped line performance. The tapped line would be placed with its auxiliary
amplifiers so that its output would go to the sum line IF amplifiers and its data be
processed in a manner similar to that of the present dispersive line. Referring to the
block diagram Figure 14 one tapped line would be used for encodhig the transtiiitted
signal. This line would be driven by short bursts from the systems 30 MHz oscillator

in the same manner the dispersive line is now being executed. The control voltage and
timing circuits would turn a switch on and off at the PRF rate and allow short bursts to
enter the 30 Hz line encoder. The output of the encoder line would then be amplified
and mixed with a microwave signal so-rce (fl) which differed from the transmitter
signal by 30 MHz. The two signals would mix yielding the transmitted signal and then
pass through a narrow band filter in order to eliminate the other products obtained in
the mixing proces At this point the encoded microwave signal is routed to the power
amplifiers and out the antenna. Upon returning from the target the signal would be
downconverted and amplified wict now as an IF signal would be presented to a tapped line
decoder which was placed in circuit parallel with the normal dispersive line. When the
tapped line is in the circuit it would be possible, either by electronicly programmable
taps switching lines with different tap configurations to adjust the tap pattern In both
the encode and the decode line. By this switching arrangement it would be possible to
shift the nulls over undesired signals such as ground return clutter or main beam
clutter. In order to compensate for the Doppler shift an adjustable local oscillator
would be provided so that the entire null patterns could be shifted in frequency. In this
manner the incoming signal could be transferred along the frequency domain so that the
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~. ~k.nulls covld be placed exactly over the undesired signal. The output of the tapped line
decoder would-be-a -sharp -spike-0. S IL sec wide. This signal which is similar to
the dispersive line output would then be applied to the sum line IF amplifier and subse-
quently processed in the system. I would be possible to observe at the oultput of the
sum line amplifiers ths exact information which was being produced by the tapped line

biphase encoding system.
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~PART 
I!I

1. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Surface acoustic wave devices are capable of solving many radar problems md
improving radar performance in areas other than that of analog matched filters. The
very fact that the signal can be intercepted, sampled, and modified between input and
output opens up the whole signal processing and clutter reduction area.

The results of this program show that the tapped delay line can serve in the dual
role of coding signals and provide correlation gain in addition to performing a clutter
reduction function if an appropriate selection of taps and tap spacings is chosen. The
effectiveness of the device under system operating conditions has yet to be determined
through test in a system, thus the following recommendations are rawde:

1. Test of the present device in a bench test configuration of either an
existing system or a rrn - kup of any Doppler system.

2. Development of a programmable structure following the bench tests
to provide clutter reduction and couing changes on a pulse to pulse basis.

3. Evaluation of the Fourier analysis clutter reduction approach as well
as tapped delay line reflection techniques.

Additional effort should also be applied to the study of "split" and "defective" codes In
order to optimize the selection of codes for the tapped lines to be used In the system
tests.
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